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E. L. LADY

Abstract. Rank 1 flat modules are classified for a locally factorial

noetherian domain by extending the concept of divisor. A direct sum of

rank one flat modules in called completely decomposable. A summand of a

completely decomposable module is a direct sum of homogeneous com-

ponents but need not be completely decomposable.

Let A be a noetherian domain such that Rm is factorial for each maximal

ideal m and let Q be the quotient field of R. Then A is a Krull domain. If G is

a torsion free A-module, we will write QG = Q ® G and identify G as a

submodule of QG. The rank of G is defined to be the dimension of QG. In

particular, rank 1 torsion free modules are isomorphic to submodules of Q. A

direct sum of rank 1 flat modules will be called completely decomposable.

In this paper we will show that some of the theory of completely decompos-

able torsion free abelian groups [4, §§85 and 86] carries over to completely

decomposable A-modules. In particular, we get a complete description of

rank 1 flat modules.

1. Rank 1 flat modules. Let % be the set of height one prime ideals in A. If

G is a flat module and g G QG and p E %, we write ordp(g; G) to denote

the largest integer n (possibly negative) such that g e £"Gp. We set

ordp(g; G) = oo if g e p"G for all n. (Since Rp is a discrete valuation ring, it

is always true that g E p"Gp for at least one n.) If G is projective and

0 ¥= g E. QG, then ordp(g; QG) is finite for all p and zero for almost all p. (It

suffices to consider the case where G is free, and this reduces to the case

G = R, and then the assertion is simply part of the definition of a Krull

domain.)

Recall that a lattice is a finitely generated torsion free A-module. A lattice

G is divisorial if G = H %Gp. (We identify Gp as a submodule of QG.) A

lattice in Q is also called a fractional ideal. Projective lattices are always

divisorial. Conversely, the condition that R be locally factorial is equivalent

to saying that all divisorial fractional ideals are projective [2, VII, §3,

Proposition 1, p. 503]. However, this is not the case for divisorial lattices with

rank larger than 1.

Standard facts about Krull domains, lattices and so forth can be found in

[2] or [3],
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Proposition I. If G is a flat module, then G = D %GV. In other words, if

x G QG, then x G G if and only if ordp(x; G) > 0 for all to G %.

Proof. If G is free, this is clear (since R is a Krull domain). In general, G is

a direct limit of finitely generated free modules P„ [6]. Let x G D ^Gp. Since

x G QG, then rx G G for some r G fi. Since there are only finitely many

$ G % containing r and localization commutes with direct limits, we can

find n such that rx G </>„(P„) and x G cpn(Fn\ for all to containing r, where </>„

is the canonical map from Fn into G. Now since P„ has finite rank, we can

choose m > n so that the restriction of 4>m to the image of Fn in Fm is monic.

Then rx = cpm(rf) where r/ G Fm and/ G (Pm)p for all to G % containing r.

It now follows that/ G n %(Fm\ = Fm and so x = <?m(f) G G.

Corollary 2. Lef B be a nonzero submodule of Q. Then B is flat if and only

ifB= n%Bv.

Proof. We have the necessity. For the sufficiency, we may as well suppose

R c B. For every integer valued function x on % with finite support, let

#(x) = H %(Bp n to~x(t,)Pp)- Each such B(x) is a divisorial, hence projective,

fractional ideal [2, VII, §3, Theorem 3, p. 521] and the directed union of the

B (x) is D %Bp. Hence the latter is flat.

Remark. Aside from the applications to be made in this paper, the real

significance of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 is that every rank 1 flat module is

a directed union of projective fractional ideals.

Corollary 3. Let G be a finite rank flat module and let B be a rank 1

submodule of G such that G/B is torsion free. Then B is flat.

Proof. We identify QB as a subspace of QG. By Proposition 1, n %BV

C G. But since G/B is torsion free, this implies that D %BV = B, so B is flat

by Corollary 2.

Lemma 4. Let B be a rank 1 flat module and G be any flat module. Let b and

g be nonzero elements of B and G. Then there exists cp G Hom(fi, G) such that

<j>(b) = g if and only if ordp(b; B) > ordp(g; G) for all to G %.

Proof. The necessity is clear. Now in any case there exists a unique cp:

QB -> QG such that cp(b) = g. We must show that the condition given implies

that cb(B) C G. Now if x G fi, then x = rb for some rE §■ Since Rp is a

discrete valuation ring, it is easy to see that

ordp(<Hx); G) = ord„(g; G) + ordp(r; R) > ovdv(b; B) + ordp(r; R)

= ordp(r/>; B) > 0    for all to-

Hence cp(x) G G by Proposition 1.

We are now ready to classify rank 1 flat modules.

Definition. An extended divisor is a function b from % to Zu {-oo}

which is nonpositive almost everywhere. A proper divisor is an extended

divisor which is finite everywhere and zero almost everywhere. A divisor b is

principal if there exists r G Q such that b(b) = ordp(r; R) for all to- A

characteristic is a function from % to Z u {oo} which is nonnegative almost

everywhere. (Thus if b is an extended divisor, — b is a characteristic.)
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The set E of extended divisors and the set C of characteristics are ordered

semigroups, and the set D of proper divisors is a subgroup of each, and the

set P of principal divisors is a subgroup of D. An element of E/P is called an

extended divisor class and an element of C/D is called a type.

Theorem 5. There is an isomorphism between the multiplicative semigroup of

flat submodules of Q and E given as follows: A flat submodule B of Q

corresponds to the divisor b = div B such that b(p) = -ordp(l; B) for all p. In

this correspondence, proper divisors correspond to projective fractional ideals and

principal divisors correspond to principal fractional ideals.

Proof. Let A be a flat submodule of Q and b = div B. For any p E %,

since Ap is a discrete valuation ring, it is easy to see that Ap = pb(p)Ap, where

p~°°Ap = Q. It is now clear that div is an epimorphism, and from Corollary 2

we see that it is a monomorphism. It is also easy to check locally that

div(AC) = div B + div C. The last statement of the theorem is classical [3].

Definition. Two finite rank torsion free modules G and H are quasi-

isomorphic if there exist monomorphisms from G to fl and from H to G.

Remark. If G and H are finite rank torsion free modules, we can define the

group of quasi-homomorphisms from G to H to be Q ® Hom(G, fl). Quasi-

isomorphism, as defined above, amounts to isomorphism in the resulting

category. The usefulness of this category arises from the fact that in it objects

have unique direct sum decompositions (up to isomorphism). Both these

assertions follow easily from the fact that Q ® End G is a finite dimensional

g-algebra. For the benefit of the reader unfamiliar with quasi-isomorphism,

we give the following lemma:

Lemma 6. Two finite rank torsion free modules G and fl are quasi-isomorphic

if and only if there is a submodule G' C G such that G' ss fl and G/G' is

not   faithful.

Proof. The sufficiency is easy. The necessity follows if we can show that

whenever <p is a monomorphism in End G, then riG/<bG) = 0 for some

nonzero r E R. But <b has an inverse \p E Q <8> End G, since it is not a zero

divisor. Now choose r so that np E End G.

If B is any rank 1 torsion free module, we let B* = C] %Bp. By Corollary 2,

B* is the smallest flat submodule of QB containing B.

Theorem 7. The correspondence in Theorem 5 induces a 1-1 correspondence

between isomorphism classes of rank 1 flat modules and extended divisor classes,

and also ivia an appropriate minus sign) between quasi-isomorphism classes of

rank 1 modules and types. The ordering in C induces an ordering on C/D. //

t(A) denotes the type corresponding to —div B, then t(A) < t(C) if and only if

Hom(A, C) ¥= 0. The set of types C/D is in fact lattice ordered, and

t(A)At(C) = t(B n C),   t(A)Vt(C) = !((£+ C)*).

Proof. Two submodules B and C of Q are isomorphic if and only if

B = rC for some nonzero r E Q, and if B and C are flat this is equivalent to

saying div B - div C = div(rA) by Theorem 5. The fact that t(A) < t(C) if

and only if Hom(A, C) i= 0 follows easily from Lemma 4. Since nonzero

homomorphisms between rank 1 flat modules are monic, this shows that
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t(fi) = t(C) if and only if B and C are quasi-isomorphic. The remaining

statement is easy, since each Rp is a discrete valuation ring.

Corollary 8. If B and C are rank 1 flat modules, then B and C are

quasi-isomorphic if and only if C » IB for some projective fractional ideal I.

Proof. In fact,

t(fi) = t(C) <=> div fi - divC G £><=> div fi - div C = div /

for some projective fractional ideal /.

Corollary 9. Quasi-isomorphism coincides with isomorphism for rank 1 flat

modules if and only if R is factorial.

Proof. It is well known that D = P if and only if fi is factorial.

2. Completely decomposable modules. In order to understand completely

decomposable modules, we need to be able to associate a type to each

element in a flat module.

Definition. If G is a flat module and 0 ¥= g G QG, we define t(g; G) to be

the type represented by the characteristic x such that x(to) = ordp(g; G) for

all to G %. We set t(0; G) = t(Q). Note that t(g; G) = t(G n Qg). In
particular, if G has rank 1 and 0 =£ g G G, then t(g; G) = t(G).

If G is a flat module and t a type, we set G(t) = {g G G|t(g) > t}. We say

that G is t-homogeneous if t(g) = t for all nonzero g G G. A t-homogeneous

completely decomposable module will be called t-free. A summand of a t-free

module will be called t-projective.

Theorem 10. Let G be a completely decomposable module. Then G

= ]1C/0GV where each Gt is t-free. The Gt are unique up to isomorphism. If

G = H ® K, then H = ]1HV K = UKt where the Ht and Kt are t-projective

and Ht® Kt^ Gt.

Proof. Exactly as in abelian group theory [4, Theorem 86.7, p. 114].

Remark. It is easy to show that if B is a rank 1 flat module and t = t(fi),

then all t-projective modules are t-free if and only if all projective End B

modules are free. (See [1, Theorem 1.1] for the basic idea.) Furthermore, End

fi = D (fip| (div B)(p) is finite).
There are two nice theorems in abelian group theory stating that in certain

circumstances when t-projective groups are at hand, one can conclude that

pure submodules are in fact summands [4, Theorems 86.5 and 86.8, p. 114].

The next proposition is a simultaneous counterexample to both these

theorems in case R has dimension larger than 1. We also see that a pure

submodule of a t-projective module need not, in general, be t-projective.

(Recall that if G is flat, then H is pure in G if and only if G/H is flat.)

Proposition 11. If R has Krull dimension larger than 1, then there exists a

type t, a t-free module G and a pure submodule H such that G / H as B where B

has rank 1 and t(B) = t, and H is not a summand of G. Furthermore, unless R

is regular with dimension at most 2, we can choose G and H so that H is not

t-projective.
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Proof. Choose a prime ideal m with height at least 2 and such that, if

possible, Am is not a two dimensional regular local ring. Localizing at m, we

may as well suppose that R is factorial. By [5, Theorem 144, p. 107] m

contains infinitely many height one primes p. Now let x be the characteristic

defined by x(t>) — 1 for all p E %, and let t be the type corresponding to x-

Choose generators xx, . . . , xs for m and map A © • • • © A onto m by

(r,, . . . , rs) -> Sr,jc.. Choose B <Z Q so that div B = -\. Now if b E B, then

ordp(£; B) = 1 for some (in fact infinitely many) p C m. Choose r E A so

that p = (/-). Then r~lb E B and b = rir~xb) E mfl. Thus we see that

mA = A. Tensoring the surjection A © • • • ffi A —> m by B, we get a pure

exact sequence 0-»fl—>Affl-ffiA ->"B —> 0. If this sequence were split,

then applying Hom(A, *) would give an exact sequence

77

0-^Hom(5, H)^R ffi • • • © R-Xr^-G.

But this is not the case, since it is easily seen that the image of w^ is m.

Furthermore, if fl were t-projective, then Hom(A, fl) would be projective.

Since Image^,,) = m, this would mean that m has projective dimension at

most 1, and this cannot happen unless Am is a two dimensional regular local

ring.
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